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Abs tract
A definition of a convolutional code is given in terms of the 
encoding implementation equipment. A mathematical model consisting of 
two finite dimensional matrices is then formulated for a convolutional 
code of redundancy m/b from the encoding procedure. A general decoding 
procedure for decoding a convolutional code is discussed as an 
introduction to two specific decoding procedures, algebraic decoding 
and probabilistic decoding. The necessary and sufficient conditions 
for algebraic decoding of both independent and burst errors is given and 
an implementation procedure for algebraic decoding is established. A 
bound on the complexity of the decoding equipment is also derived for 
algebraic decoding. Probabilistic decoding and the concept of tree codes 
is introduced. The implementation procedure for probabilistic decoding 
is discussed and a bound on the complexity of the necessary decoding
procedure is derived.
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1I. INTRODUCTION
Coding systems exist which enable the output of an information source 
to be transmitted through a channel with an arbitrarily small probability 
of error, provided the source entropy is less than the channel capacity.
This is the "fundamental theorem of information theory." None of the known 
proofs of the theorem, however, provide a method of constructing a code 
with an arbitrarily small error probability for a specific channel and 
information source combination. In addition the proofs of the fundamental 
theorem give no information about the implementation problem, that is, the 
problem of finding a code consistent with the capabilities of the available 
digital devices to be used in encoding and decoding.
In this paper I will study two decoding procedures for convolutional 
codes, algebraic decoding and probabilistic decoding, since convolutional 
encoding can easily be implemented for most source-channel combinations. 
Algebraic decoding is characterized by the complexity, (that is, the number 
of operations), of the necessary decoding equipment growing exponentially 
with restraint length, the number of received digits on which the decoding 
procedure is based. For probabilistic decoding the complexity of the 
decoding operation increases as the square of the restraint length.
In the first two parts of this paper convolutional encoding and a 
generalized decoding process for convolutional codes will be discussed.
The following sections will discuss algebraic decoding and probabilistic 
decoding. The mathematical models considered are closely related to 
corresponding physical systems. All codes to be considered are binary, all 
mathematical operations are modulo 2 and all channels are binary symmetric 
channels.
2II. CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODING
A. General Description
A convolutional code may be regarded as a sliding parity check code.
This will become apparent from the following discussion of the instrumentation 
procedure for encoding convolutional codes with a specified redundancy m/b. 
Encoding begins with the information sequence entering a switching device 
called a synchronizer, having at most a finite memory. For each block of 
b-m information symbols the synchronizer produces a block of b symbols, one 
per unit of time. Each of the b symbols is a linear combination of the b-m 
information symbols. The remaining operations in the encoding process will 
be in time synchronization with the synchronizer's operation, thus giving 
rise to its name. The synchronized blocks containing b symbols are used to 
construct one or more sequences, which become input sequences for linear 
sequential coding networks. The outputs of the coding networks are summed, 
thus obtaining the encoded information. Hence, one encodes a sequence of 
information symbols into a sequence with sliding encoding dependencies.
The sliding encoding dependencies resulting from the use of linear sequential 
networks.
Before proceeding with the analysis I restrict myself to codes in 
systematic form. Systematic form is characterized by the first b-m symbols 
in each block being unaltered information symbols and the remaining m 
symbols check digits. This requirement can be easily met in any physical 
system and since convolutional codes are parity check codes, they may be put 
in this form without affecting the error correcting properties. D. A.
Huffman's delay operator, D, is a convenient notation when analyzing a
3system containing linear sequential filters.1 Hence, I will base the first 
part of the analysis upon this particular one of the infinite number of 
possible implementation procedures using delay operator notation. In delay 
operator notation all sequences are written in the form of a power series 
in D. For example, if a., is the symbol occurring at time unit i, the 
sequence A =  (a^,a^,...,a ) may be written asi
A(D) = a~D + a,D + . . . + a D 0 1 r
For the selected implementation procedure the encoded sequence will 
be generated in the following way. The output of the synchronizer is a 
block of b symbols of which the first b-m are unaltered information digits 
and the remaining m digits zero. The synchronized information sequence is 
as follows”
IS(D) = a D° + a.D1 + . . . + a. 1Db‘m'1 + 0Db'm + 0 1 b-m-1
+ 0Db”1 + a Db + a ..Db+1 + b-m b-m+1
where (aQ,a^,...) is the original information sequence. This synchronized 
information sequence is used to construct b-m information sequences,
I1(D) , of the form.”
I1(D) = a.D1 + a. V +i + . . . + « , .  , Dnb+1 + ..i b-m+i n(b-m)+i
(0 < i < b-m-1) .
The I (D) are then fed into linear sequential filters whose transfer 
functions, G1(D), will be represented by%
61(D) = 1D° + g. m .Dh-"” 1 + gh .ilDb-m-1+1 b-m-i b-m-l+l
nb-m-i
+ . . .
^b-i-1+ gK . nD + g , .Db-i-1 nb-m-i
_nb-i-1 , 
+ ••• + Snb-i-lD +
. = 0,1; 0 < i < b-m-1)
4These G (D) are called the code generating polynomials of the convolutional 
code. I will always assume the initial conditions in the linear sequential 
filters are zero, so if a^ is an information digit such that s e (-°°,-ll 
then ag = 0 , that is, an infinite sequence of zeros have been encoded prior 
to the zero time reference. Under this assumption the output of the ith 
linear sequential filter, T (D) , is I (D) G (D) . The sum of the outputs of 
the sequential filters is the encoded sequence T(D) represented as:
b-m-1 . b-m-1
T(D) = E T1(D) = E I1(D)G1(D) . 
i=0 i=0
The following example will illustrate the encoding procedure. I will 
encode the sequence 110 Oil using a code with redundancy 2/5 and generator 
polynomials:
G°(D) = 1D° + ID3 + ID4 + ID8 + ID9
G1(D) = 1D° + ID3 + ID7
G2(D) = 1D° + ID1 + ID7
For this input sequence the output of the synchronizer will be the 
following:
IS(D) = 1D° + ID1 + OD2 + 0D5 + ID6 + ID7 .
The information sequences are:
I°(D) = 1D° + OD5
I1(D) = ID1 + ID6
I2(D) = OD2 + ID7
It follows that:
T(D) = I°(D)G°(D) + I1(D)G1(D) + I2(D)G2(D)
5and the encoded information sequence is;
T(D) = 1D° + ID1 + ID3 + ID6 + ID7 + ID8 + ID13 + ID14.
B. The Generator Matrix
One may not want the encoded sequence in polynomial sequence form but
prefer sequences in the form of row vectors. Once given the encoded
information in polynomial notation it can easily be converted to a row
vector. For example, if A(D) = anD° + a.D1 + ... + a Dn thenU 1 n
A = (aQa^...an). Instead of performing all the calculations using polynomial 
notation and then transfering the result to vector notation it would be 
convenient to find a matrix G, called a generator matrix, such that;
X G = T
where X is the original information sequence expressed as a row vector and 
T the encoded information. To obtain the generator matrix, G, I will first 
find a matrix G(D) such that X G(D) = T(D) , T(D) being the encoded 
information in polynomial form. Once G(D) is found, all the entries in 
G(D) are converted to row vectors giving the desired G matrix. To arrive 
a*- G(D) I will expand the I (D) in the following equation;
b-m-1
T(D) = Z I1(D)G1(D)
i=0
giving,
oo b-m-1
T(D) = £ £ (a ,, .Di+llb)Gi(D)n=0 i-0 i+n(b-m)
Expressing this in matrix form;
6T(D) = (a a a ...a a, . . ,) 0 1 2  b-m-1 b-m J G°(D)
DG1(D)
Db-m-lGb-m-l(D) 
DbG°(D)
D ^ V C D )
Thus I have obtained the desired matrix G(D) since:
(anai ao * * * -i • • •) — X0 1 2  b-m-1 b-m —
All that remains is to convert the entries in G(D) into row vectors to 
form G. G is given by:
„0
If I define:
G =
%
0G‘
r
0G‘
00G
O
0. m iGb-m- 1
b-m- 1
0 . , . 0 G^b_
o
0K 1Gb-n-1—
b-m- 1
7where has b-m rows, G is given by Figure 1.
o
G =
Figure lo Schematic Representation of the Generator Matrx.
If the degree's of all the GX(D) are less than b-i the length of G
that is, the number of columns in Gq is b, then G reduces to the generator 
matrix of a standard block code. At this point I will require the length 
of Gq always to be finite, thus implying that the d egree of the generating 
polynomials is finite. Physical encoding systems utilizing linear sequential 
filters without feedback paths by necessity satisfy this criterion.
For the example given previously the subgenerator matrix, G , is given
In this example the form of Gq is that of a (b-m)x(b-m) identity matrix 
followed by a series of (b-m)x(b-m) zero matrices separated by matrices of 
dimension (b-m)x m containing non-zero entries. Pictorially the form of 
is given in Figure 2.
-o
G■o
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Figure 2. Schematic Representation of Gq 
(each is a (b-m)x m matrix)
8This is the standard construction of for a convolutional code in
systematic form. From the locations of the identity matrix and the zero
matrices it is obvious that for a matrix G constructed from a G^ of this
type the first b-m symbols in each block of b will be unaltered information
digits and the remaining m symbols check digits.
At certain times one may require X1 or T* , (Yk denotes the transpose of
Y) , the information sequence and encoded information sequence given as
column vectors. It follows that: T' = (X G) 1 = G'X' . G' is extremely useful
since Wyner provides a method for computing the parity check matrix, A, for
2any code once given G* .
For the generator matrix in the example, the parity check matrix is:
A =
10110 
11001
1100010110 
1010011001 
1100010110 
1010011001 
11000 
10100
o
o
The matrix A of this example displays the standard construction for a 
parity check matrix of a convolutional code in systematic form. This 
construction is given in Figure 3.
Following the procedure outlined by Wyner if Gq is defined by Figure 2 
then Aq is defined by Figure 4. Thus given G it is a simple task to find
A or vice versa.
9A =
[-V m
1mI O
O
I
[A ] H r
1_1
Figure 3. Standard Construction of a Parity Check Matrix, 
(Aq is 3 matrix containing b columns)
^0
'-l'
- 2 '
’V
-D. '
I—mxm
o
Figure 4. Schematic Representation of
C„ Formulation of and
Up to this point no restrictions have been placed upon the lengths
of the various sequences or upon the dimensions of the various matrices,
— (—)> — or A ’ in fact the information sequence has always been considered
to be of infinite length* It would be convenient at this point to develop
a matrix representation for a portion of the encoded sequence T, say Tn~g
where:
n~g ^tnbtnb+l“°‘tgb-1^
A representation of this type will be used when I discuss the decoding 
procedure. I will derive such a representation of the code by examining 
the structure of the code. Previously it was shown that T = X G and it 
follows from the definition of matrix multiplication that the nb entry 
of T is ;
'nb = E i=0 .g(i,nb)
th hiwhere a is the i entry of X and g ,. s is the i*" entry in the nb 1 (i,nb)
column of G (keeping in mind under the system of indexing used the first 
column In G is column 0). Hence ^  . . tgb_,) = X „her
nb—gb-1 ^eno*-es a matrix that is composed of the nb, nb+1, . „ . , gb-1 columns 
of G. For example if:
" 1001100011 “ 011000
0100100010 then 2 %  7 = 001000
0011000001 110000
It is possible to express T in a form that does not involven_ g
sequence X by taking advantage of the zero-rows of Gnb—gb-1
become apparent from the schematic representation for Gnb~gb - 1
Thus it follows from Figure 5 that:
the entire 
This will 
in Figure 5.
n-g ^(n-r+l) (b-m) “ ” °an(b-m)-P-1 + (an(b-m) ° * *ag(b-m) - 1)^-2 
thwhere a^ is the i entry of X, G^ is a (r-1)(b-m)x(g-n)b matrix defined 
in Figure 6a and G^ is a (g-n)(b-m)x(g-n)b matrix defined in Figure 6b.
This result shows one can represent an arbitrary portion of the 
encoded sequence ^T using finite dimensional matrices when the generating
n —
b _ > ^0^ • k ------- nb-gb-1— >
'•[v  ;
j
row (n-r+1) (b-m) b— *[Gq ] i
- b— ■>[ Gq ]
O
row n(b-m) b — _ (g2)
row g(b-m)-l
O
[Gq !
o  ;
'
-bl— .
1- _J
Figure 5. Schematic Representation of G , , „ng-gb-1
(rb = the number of columns in Gq , if the 
length of CL is infinite r is taken as n+1)
[(r-l)b^O (g-n)b-l]
j
[(r-2)b£o (g-n)b-l] |
: ° !
[ (l)b^O (g-n)b-l] J
[0% (g-n)b-l] 
-b-^[0^0 (g-n)b-l]
I— [0-^ 0 (g-n)b-l)] _
(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Schematic Representation of G^ and G^
( C — c 
K U-O v u~0 rb if v > rb)
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polynomials are of finite degree. It follows for any convolutional code one 
can represent a portion of the encoded sequence as follows:
T = n-g ^n-r+l) (b-m) an(b-m)-l^— 1 + 3^n(b-m) ' ’ ° ag(b-m) - 1^—2 (1)
The matrix is equivalent to an encoding procedure starting at time nb 
with no initial conditions in the linear sequential filters and terminating 
the encoded sequence at time gb. The matrix accounts for the state of 
the linear filters due to information digits occuring prior to time nb.
Again refering to the previous example on pages 5 and 6 to illustrate 
this modified encoding procedure. In this example r = 2 and I will assume 
(g-n) = 2, Then:
0001100000
G. = 0001000000— 1 '
0000100000 ,
and
- •—1
1001100011 1
0100100010 j
' 0011000001 I
G2 = ¡00000100.11
i 0000001001 
0000000110
Again encoding the information sequence (110 Oil)
(t0t1...tg) = (a_1a_2a-3)G1 + (110011)G2
where a_1 = a_2 = a_3 = 0 since ag = 0 if s e (-°°,-l], thus ( t ^ . , , ^ )
= (110011)G2 and (tQt1...t ) = (1101001110),
D^. A, Huffman, "The Synthesis of Linear Sequential Coding Networks," 
Information Theory. New York: Academic, 1956, pp. 77-95.
2A. D. Wyner, "On the Equivalence of Two Convolutional Code Definitions," 
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, October 1965, pp. 600-603.
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III . CONVOLUTIONAL DECODING
The problem of decoding arises after the information sequence has
been encoded and transmitted through a channel. The sequence received at
the output of the binary symmetric channel is considered as a row vector,
R = (rr,r1...r . . .) . R differs from the encoded information sequence, T,0 1 m —
by an error vector, E, as a result of the transmission. Thus:
E = R-T = (e e_...e . . .) ; e. = r.-t. . — “ — o l  m i 1 1
In any physical coding system the delay time must be finite, that is,
the time between the moment at which an information digit enters the encoder
and the moment it leaves the decoder must be finite. In order to satisfy
this criterion the received sequence will be decoded b digits at a time, the 
thdecoding of the n block of b digits, (rnbrnb+l0 * 0 r (n+1) b P ’ keing based
upon the first (n+u)b-l digits of the received sequence.
The vector R^ of length ub, a segment of the received sequence,
defined by R = (r , r . ....r, , N, .) is essential in the decoding of block J ~n nb nb+1 (n+u)b-l &
n. It follows that R = T + E , T  = (t ,...t. , ,), where t. is the—n —n ~n —n nb (n+u)b-l i
ith entry of T, and E = (enb ° 'e (n+u) b p> where e^ is the i ^  entry of El. 
Equation (1) gives a matrix representation for T^ as follows:
T = I, G. + L  G n — In— 1 —2n—2
— In ^3(n-r+l) (b-m) * ° °a(b-m)n-P
—2n ^ n b " “a(n+u)(b-m)^ 
th(a^ being the i entry of the original information sequence)
Thus :
R = I G + I G0 + E —n — In— 1 —2n_2 —n
14
The first b-m entries of the vector 1 ^  are the block n information digits 
to be recovered. Assuming block j is always decoded after block j-1 then 
vector Iln is known, because all of the entries in I occur before time 
nb. Rewriting the equation with the knowns on the left hand side:
(V i l A >  = I2n22 + En .
Thus the decoding of block n reduces to that of decoding the first b entries
of the vector (R -I. Gn) .—n — In— 1
In the next two sections of this paper, I will discuss two procedures 
for recovering the first b-m symbols of 1 the block n information digits,
from (R -I G,).—n — In— 1
If the degree of all the generating polynomials is finite then assume
rb is the length of . The standard procedure is to set u = r because when
this value of u is used to determine the length of R^, all check symbols
whose value is determined directly or indirectly by the block n information
digits are within the bounds of R . The length of R is defined as then —n
restraint length of the code.
15
IV o ALGEBRAIC DECODING
A. The Decoding Procedure
In this section I will discuss algebraic decoding, the first of two 
procedures considered for decoding (R^-I^^G^). Algebraic decoding is based 
upon the theory of group codes, since the set of all possible linear 
combinations of the rows of G f o r m  a group X. The first step in decoding 
is the calculation of a syndrome !S, where
1 = ' + M . '
The matrix , the parity check matrix, is such that the set of vectors
x where A^x' = 0  is X. Group code theory proves one can construct the
matrix A^ using parity check relations of the generator matrix G . Defining
Aq Cv) to be the matrix formed from the first vm rows of Aq . For example,
if A, is s ^0
10110
11001
11000
10100
then Aq (1) = 10110
11001
The u(b-m)x ub matrix is then given schematically in Figure 7.
o
“ 2 =
[Aq (u) ] m
I[Aq (u -I) ]
O
Im
1
[A0 (u-2)]
[Agd)]
Schematic Representation of A^.
(V v) = Aq if v > r, where rb is the length of G^ )
Figure 7.
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This follows from the fact that is equivalent to an encoding procedure 
starting at time nb and terminating the encoded sequence at time gb. Since
-2n~2 6 -2(-2n^2} ' = 0 30 ^ = ^2(-n} ' ° Thus if V V  • • • are the
locations of the ones in E then S is equal to sum of columns i,,i_,...,i-n - 1» 2* * n
of A2 o A decoding algorithm then determines an error E* based upon S_. The
first b-m entires of the vector (R -E ) are read off as the information~n — n
digits of block n.
It follows from group code theory that all the elements in a coset of
X produce the same syndrome and each coset is associated with a distinct
syndrome» Thus after the syndrome is calculated the decoding algorithm
selects an element from the coset associated with S for e" . As a result of_  —n
only reading off the first b entries of the vector (R -E ) every vector inn —n
the coset whose first b entires are identical to the first b entires of 
*
E^ is also correctable, since correctable means one decodes block n
correctly» I can partition each coset into a collection of equivalence
classes where if and elements of the same coset then _e is equivalent
to ^ 2 ’ ^ - 1 ^ - 2 ^ ’ if the first b entires of _e are identical to the first
b entires of e^» Thus the decoding algorithm is a function which assigns
to each S an equivalence class representative E from an equivalence class—n
contained in the coset associated with ^» The number of correctable error
vectors in each coset is equal to the number of elements in the equivalence
*class containing E^» If _e^  and e^ are in the same equivalence class then 
^  + X ’ - € - J since the first b entries of ^  and e are identical 
the first b entries of x must be zero. The number of elements in the 
equivalence class is then equal to the number of x s X whose first b entires 
are zero. The number of x having all zeros in the first b entries is equal
17
to the number of I having the first b-m entries all zeros or 2 u^"1^ b"m\
Hence the number of correctable error vectors in each coset is
It also follows from this discussion that correctable error patterns that
the first b entries must be in different cosets, therefore having 
different syndromes. Thus a key concept of algebraic decoding is the fact 
that correctable errors that differ in the first b entries must have different 
syndromes.
B. Code Types
The choice of code generating polynomials for encoding and the choice 
of the error sequences to be associated with the syndromes determine the 
error correcting capability of the code. The various types of error 
correcting capabilities available when using convolutional codes has lead 
to the definition of several code types. A code capable of correcting any 
error vector E provided there are no more than e l's in z consecutive 
entries of JE is called a type A code. A type B1 code corrects any error 
pattern E where in z consecutive entries the non zero entries are confined 
to vb consecutive digits. Type B2 codes correct the same type of error 
patterns as B1 but with the additional restriction the burst be confined 
to v consecutive blocks. For both type A and B codes z is usually taken 
as the restraint length of the code. For a type A code z= r implies that 
any linear combination of 2e or fewer columns of A^ including at least one 
of the first b columns must be linearly independent since correctable error 
vectors that differ in the first b entries must have different syndromes.2
The code type specifies the decoding algorithm. For a type A code the 
decoding algorithm selects a representative, E , from the equivalence class
18
that contains the error vector of minimum weight, (the weight of a vector is 
the sum of all its entries), from the coset associated with the syndrome. The 
decoding algorithm for a type B1 code selects a minimum weight representative 
from among the equivalence classes that contains an error vector whose non­
zero entries are confined to a burst of length vb. The type B2 decoding 
algorithm is the same as for the type B1 with the additional restriction the 
burst be confined to v consecutive blocks.
The algebraic decoding procedure analogous to the ideal observer for 
block codes would be the decoding algorithm that selects a representative 
from the equivalence class in each coset having the highest probability, 
that is, if jH^ ,...,H^ are the equivalence classes contained in coset 
C1 and S1 the coset's syndrome then the decoding algorithm selects a re­
presentative to associate with SL from H.* where PCH.1) > P(H i) over all 
n = l,2,...,k, (P(Hn ) is equal to the sum over all £ e H * of the probability 
of the vector _e occuring). If two equivalence classes have the same 
probability then either can be chosen to be correctable without changing 
the probability of a decoding error. The ideal observer scheme may change 
if the transition probability of the channel is changed in contrast to the 
fixed decoding algorithm for type A and B codes.
C. Implementation
Only the syndromes associated with detectable or correctable error 
vectors having non-zero digits among the first b entries are needed when 
implementing the code. If a syndrome is not listed in the decoding table 
the block n entries are taken as the digits received. For implementation 
purposes it would be convenient to obtain a bound on the number of syndromes
19
that are associated with block n errors for a given redundancy and restraint 
length. If the number of such syndromes is denoted by a then?
(total number > > 1 + (total number of syndromes) - (the maximum
of syndromes) — — number of syndromes that can be associated with
blocks n+1,...,n+u-1)
(The 1 is necessary since the zero vector is taken into account twice). The 
maximum number of syndromes is 2^b/k where k is the order of X. The order 
of X is equal to the total number of I0 or 2u^b~m  ^. Hence 2ub/k = 2Um 
(note; urn is the number of rows of . Now to find the maximum number of 
syndromes assocated with block n+1,...,(n+u-1) error vectors. The maximum 
number of syndromes associated with block n+1,„ . „ ,(n+u-1) error vectors is 
equal to the number of cosets that contain error vectors with all zero digits 
in the first b entries. The number of error vectors with zero digits in the
r .  ^  ^ . . o (U- 1) bfirst b entries is 2 . If a coset contains one of these vectors it
. . 0 (u-1) (b-m) _ , .must contain 2 of this type since there are this many elements
in an equivalence class. Thus the number of cosets and therefore the maximum 
number of syndromes associated with block n+1,...,(n+u-1) error vectors is;
2(u-l) b^2(u-l) (b-m) _ 2(u~l)m
It then follows;
2mU > a > 2mu - 2(u'1)m + 1 = 2mu(l-2~m) + 1 .
One further simplification is possible; only the first b entries of the
*
— n’ tbe error vectors determined by the decoding algorithm, need be stored. 
When this is done the truncated of length b are added to the first b 
entries of R , hence decoding block n. However, decoding requires that 
store at least 2mu(l-2 m) syndrome error vector pairs, (the zero vector
one
20
need not be stored). It therefore follows that the complexity of the decoding 
procedure increases exponentially with restraint length.
The following example will illustrate algebraic decoding. Assume the 
received sequence is R = (100100111010100....). For this example the 
matrcies and for the code are those of the previous example;
0001100000
0001000000
0000100000
1001100011
0100100010
p _ 0011000001
-2 0000010011
0000001001
0000000110
Using the parity check relations of Ç2 the matrix A2 was calculated to 
be the following;
1011000000 
1100100000 
1100010110 
1010010101«
Now to decode block 0. I first calculate (1001001110) - I G I =“ ln-1 ' -In
(000) assuming initial conditions are zero. It then follows S = A2 
(1001001110)' or S = (0110)', now to look up the error vector in the de­
coding table. The code is a type A code that corrects all single and some 
double errors and its decoding table is given in Figure 8. (The transposed 
syndrome 1100 in the table actually corresponds to the double error 
1000010000, the last 5 digits do not appear in the table since only one 
block at a time is decoded.)
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Transpose of the Syndrome Error Vector
1111 10000
0110 01000
1001 00100
1000 00010
0100 00001
1100 10000
0111 01000
Figure 8. Decoding Table for a Type A Code.
Thus = (01000) and block 0 is decoded as (10010) - (01000) = (11010). 
Now to decode block I, = (110)G^, (110 is the block 0 information
digits). Thus:
I, G = (0000100000)— in-n
and
Rx - (0000100000) = (0111110100)
hence
S = A (0111110100) ' = (0010)' .
Since is not in the decoding table block 1 is accepted as (OHIO) and 
the information symbols thus far are (110011). Continuing in this manner 
until R is decoded in its entirety.
R. B. Ash, Information Theory, Interscience Publishers, 1965,
Chapter 4.
2A. D. Wyner and R. B. Ash, "Analysis of Recurrent Codes," IEEE Transactions 
on Information Theory, July 1963, p. 146.
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Vo PROBABILISTIC DECODING
A. The Decoding Procedure
I will now consider the second procedure for decoding (R -I, G ),—n “ In— 1
probabilistic decoding« This procedure is named probabilistic decoding 
because it is not based upon the algebraic properties of the group X, (X 
again being the group of all vectors of the form I0 G j , but upon the 
concept of Hamming Distance« The Hamming Distance between two vectors 
of length nb, and x2» denoted d ^ , ^ ) ,  is defined as the sum of the non­
zero entries of the vector x^s^« Probabilistic decoding can be regarded
as a procedure for choosing an x* e X such that d((R -I. Gj , (x*)) < ubp .— — —n — In—1 — — * 1
The value of p^ is chosen so that the probability of a decoding error 
decreases exponentially with u, if no previous decoding errors have been 
made. From the proof of the fundamental theorem one can find at least one 
such p p  in fact a value for p is p + 6, where 0 < 6 < 1 and p is the
transition probability of the binary symmetric channel. The first b-m
*digits of the vector x are selected as the information digits of block n.
Let me make the following definitions. Let y = (y ..,y ) =o yub-l
(Rn"IlnG1) > and represent an x e X as x = ( x^.-.x ). The method for
•kconverging upon an x S X is as follows: (assuming the vector has
already been determined in the decoder); a vector (sA ...s, ..) is first0 b-1
selected, such that x^  ^= s , i = 0,1,..., b-1 for at least one x e X and
d((s0 ...sb.i
If such a vector can be found the decoder proceeds to find a vector
2b_1) such that s^ = x ^  i = 0,...2b-l for at least one
x e X and
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d((s b' ’ S2b-1) ’ ^ yb y2b-l)) ^ bpl
with the requirement that the first b entries of (sA ...s0 ,) be0 2b-1
identical to the first vector (s^...s^_^). After completing this step
the decoder proceeds to select a vector (sA ...s_, .) such that s = xU 3b-l i i*
i = 0,..„,3b-l for at least one x e X and
d((s 2b S3b-P ’(y2b ,y3b-r^ - bpl’
with the requirement that the first 2b entries of (sA ...s _) be0 3b-1
identical to the vector selected in the second step» The decoding proceeds 
in this manner until a vector _s = (Sq ...s _ ) such that JL e X by con­
struction and d(£,y) £ ubp^ is obtained. In each step of decoding the 
vector determined by the previous step is expanded to include b additional 
entries. The first b-m entries in £ are then selected as the information 
symbols of block n.
If at step j, j > 1, there does not exist a vector (s_...s , n) such0 jb-1
that
d((s(j-l)b°°,Sjb-l) ’(y(j-l)b‘-°yjb-l)) - bpl
and s^ = x^ for i = 0,...,jb-l and x e X then the decoder return to the
previous step. At step j-1 the decoder selects a new (sA ...s/ )0 (j-l)b-l
that meets all of the criteria but has not been previously selected and 
then proceeds to step j. However by proceedings in this manner the 
decoder may be forced back to step one so many times that the set of all 
possible vectors of length b satisfying the criterion may be exhausted. 
If this happens or if none of the admissible vectors of length b satisfy 
the criterion the following procedure must be implemented: the decoder
immediately starts to check each x e X until it finds an x such that 
d(x,y;) < ubp^. Once such an x is found it is declared to be x . In case 
d(x,x) > ubp^ for all x e X the decoder declares an error has been made 
and discontinuous operation.
The selection of a vector (x x,...x., where x e X and theo 1 jb-r
calculation of the distance between its last b entries and (y,. ,Nl ...y , ,( j -1) b 'jb-1
I will define as one computation. My definition of computation does not 
take into consideration the length of the vector selected. I will consider 
the selection of an x e X and the calculation of its distance from ^ as u 
computations since u vectors of length b are effectively used in the 
distance calculation.
B. Tree Codes
Probabilistic decoding converges rapidly upon an x e X satisfying the 
decoding threshold because of the tree structure of the group X. The 
characteristics of a tree code should become apparent from the following 
illustrations of group X*s structure. In the first example I will 
schematically illustrate the construction of a tree for the group X 
generated by b = 3, m = 1, u = 2 and
^0 -
101001
011001
For this G„ it follows that Gn is —0 —2
“ 2 =
101001 
011001 
000101 
000011
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The number of (sqS-^) such that s± = x ^  i = 0,1,2 for x s X is equal to 
the number of linear combination s of the rows of the matrix Oil or
(000), (101), (Oil) and (110). I could display these vectors schematically
as
000
101
Oil
110
Selecting one of the vectors of length 3 say (101) I will find the number 
of vectors of the form ( l O l s ^ s ^  such that (lOls^s ) is identical to the 
first 2b entries of at least one x e X* In this case the requirement is 
all vectors (lOls^s^s^) e X. Clearly these are
101001 
101100 
101010 
101111
Since all these vectors have the same first b entries, I can pictorially 
express them as:
001
101 j 100
010
111
Repeating this procedure using the other vectors of length b for the first
b entries, I can display the group X as the diagram in Figure 9.
From the form of the diagram it is obvious why the name tree was
selected. The encoded sequence can be found directly from the tree once
given the information digits. For example, if I„— 2n is 1001 it follows that
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000
b = 3, m = 1 and u = 2.
the encoded sequence is of the form (10s201s5) because of the systematic 
form. Following the path defined in the tree by such a vector as 
illustrated in Figure 9, one gets (101010) for the encoded sequence.
As another example, if Gq is given as (110101), m = 1, b = 2 and 
u = 3 then
110101 
001101 
000011_
The tree for this X is given in Figure 10.
If ¿2n then is of the form (ls^Os^ls,.) and tracing
the path through the tree as illustrated I G = (110110).
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Figure 10. Tree for = (110101), tn = 1, b = 2 and u = 3.
Finally one branch of the tree for the previous example on pages 5 and 
6 is given in Figure 11. The encoding of I = (110011) is illustrated 
giving the previous result of l2n-2 = (110100111°)•
00001
--------- 1 1 0 1 0 ------------
10010
0 10 00
0 01 11
1
1
1
1
l _
n o n
10100
- O H I O - -
11101
Figure 11. One Branch of the Tree for the Example on 
Pages 5 and 6 .
The encoded sequence T also possesses the tree property since 
Ci^n— "L-*"—) is a segment of T. (I^^G-^+x) , x e X 5 possesses the tree 
property since is effectively a constant with respect to x. The
tree property is displayed by all convolutional codes because of the form 
of the matrix G. Thus convolutional codes are contained in the class of
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tree codes. However, from an implementation viewpoint convolutional codes 
are the only practical tree codes.
K— mIt follows from the tree structure that there are only 2 possible
sets of entries for block n+ 1 once the entries of the encoded sequence for
blocks 0 to n have been determined. Hence if I define a vector (s~..„s ,)0 jb-r
to be a tree vector if s± = i = 0,...,jb-l for some x e X, then there 
. „b-m ,are only 2 possible tree vectors of length b. In the future a tree
vector of length jb will be denoted by s_^ . Once the vector s_^ has been
b — mselected in the decoder there are only 2 tree vectors of length 2b whose
first b entries are identical to the selected _s_^. In general there are 
. nb-monly 2 tree vectors of length jb such that s, is an extension of the“J
vector selected at step j-1. Thus at each step in the extension procedure
one need only consider 2  ^m vectors.
I will now restate the probabilistic decoding procedure in terms of
the tree structure in the hope of supplying added intuitive insight about
probabilistic decoding. The decoder can be pictured as starting out
from node zero, the first node of the tree. At node zero, one of the 2b~m
branches stemming from node zero, (the tree vectors of the form (sQ ...sb )),
is selected that meets the threshold criterion, d(s ) < bp (where■ -*■ J
is the vector formed from the first jb entries of _y) . The decoder then
moves to node 1 , the node specified by the entries of the selected
branch. Once at node 1^ the decoder selects one of the branches stemming
from li that meets the threshold criterion, (d((sb. . . s2b_ ^  , (yfa. . .y2b < bp^ ,
and moves along the path determined by the selected branch to the next node.
The decoder thus moves along the branches from node to node until finally a 
part of length of ub is completed, and then declares this tree vector as x .
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If at node j none of the branches stemming from j satisfies the^ K.
threshold criteria, that is, d< (s ^  fa.. .s , ( y ^  . .y ^  > bPj
for all branches attached to j^, the decoder returns to the previous node
(j~1)k and selects a previously untried branch that meets the criterion.
If at any time all the branches stemming from the zero node are exhausted,
all tree vectors of length ub, (hence e X)> are checked to find a vector
such that d(£u,y) < ubp^. The first tree vector of length ub to satisfy
the criterion is then denoted as x . If no tree vector, s , exists that~ —u
satisfies the criteria an error is declared to have taken place and the 
decoder stopped.
C. A Bound on the Average Number of Computations
It would be convenient to obtain a bound on the average number of
computations for instrumentation purposes. The average number of
computations determines the complexity of the decoding equipment necessary
when implementing any tree code. First let me make the following definitions
I define - 2rr^ 2 as x, that is, x is the element in X such that d(x,y) = 0 if
no errors have occured in transmission; let s. denote the vectorJ
th(Srb“ " ‘S ib-P where s£ is the i entry of _s, and I also define x. to be J J
the tree vector formed from the first jb entries of x. Using these
definitions I can partition the computations into three categories. The
first type of computation considered will be computations arising when x
satisfies the decoding criterion at step j, j = l,2 ,...,u in the decoding
procedure, that is, when d ^ ^ ,  ) < bp1 for all j. The second
type of computation are those that arise when d(. ,x , ,y ) > bp forJ-1“J j" 1 j 1
at least one j, j = l,2,...,u. Finally the third category consists of
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computations arising when a tree vector that differs from x in one or more 
blocks is accepted at step j, j = l,2,...,u. The average number of 
computations is equal to the sum of the average number of computation for 
each of the three types.
The number of computations that arises when x satisfies the decoding 
criteria at step j is at most 2^ since there are 2  ^ m branches stemming 
from node j-1. At most all of these branches have to be checked before 
obtaining a tree vector of length jb satisfying the criterion. Hence the
b_m
maximum number of computations of this type is u2 because there are u
knodes to pass through before obtaining x .
Now to consider the second type of computation and obtain a bound on 
the average number of computations that arise when x fails to satisfy the 
decoding criterion at any step, where a failure to satisfy the criterion 
at step j means d(j_ >  bp^ The probability that x fails to 
satisfy the criterion at any step is bounded by the sum of the probabilities 
of x failing at each step or;
j f i  p ( d ( j - i - r  m V  > bpi>
If x fails to meet the criterion at any step then the tree vectors of 
length ub are checked. Thus the average number of tree vectors of length 
ub checked is 2U^  , (the number of tree vectors of length ub) , times
the probability x fails to meet the criterion at any step. The number of 
compqtations of this type, N^. is u times this amount by my previous 
convention, hence;
N0 < u 2 b'm S P(d( , , . l 2 ) > b Pl) . 
j = 1
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The probability that ^  ) > (j-r)bPl is equivalent to the
probability that (j-r)bp^ l's occur in a sequence of length (j-r)b where 
the probability of a 1 occuring is p, the transition probability of the 
binary symmetric channel. The following bound is then in order: 3
PWjJSj, jXj) > (j-r)bPl) < 2'(j'r)b(B(pl>p)) .
Thus the bound on Nq reduces to the following:
Nq < u22u (b“m)2"b(B(pl5P^
Finally I will consider the average number of computations of the
third type, N . In order to obtain a numerical bound for N, the tree and a d
various other parameters must be specified so for convenience I will revert 
to a random coding analysis originated by Wozencraft and Reiffen for tree 
codes and solve for N^, the denoting the average over all possible tree 
codes of the same redundancy, restraint and block length.^ Once a bound 
on is obtained it will then be possible to obtain N, the average number 
of computations necessary for decoding. Thus the bound on N will be used 
to determine the complexity of the decoding equipment. It follows from 
the random coding analysis that the tree is to be constructed randomly 
with 0 and 1 equally likely. Using a random code tree I will first obtain 
a bound on the average number of computations necessary to discard all 
x e X that differ from x in the first b digits, these x may also differ 
from x in other blocks. It might appear that after obtaining this bound 
I am finished because any x that agrees with x in the first b digits is 
acceptable for decoding block n. However, the decoder does not produce 
an x when all the tree vectors of length b except one are discarded. Hence
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I must also obtain a bound on the average number of calculations due to tree
vectors £., j = 1 ,2 ,...,u, where s_. and x. are identical in the first blockJ J
and may disagree elsewhere, the average number of tree of tree vectors s
“ j ’
(s. denotes a tree vector that is identical to x. in blocks l,2 ,...,n and] — j
differs from x . in at least block n+1 .), accepted at length jb is bounded
by:
* W S . ° ,  < jbPl)((2b'm-l)(2(j'1)(b'm))) .
It is obvious that:
S P(d(r-l-j0, r-lZP  - bpp - < jbPx)
and the term (2 -1 ) (2  ^ ) is the number of tree vectors of length
jb of the type under consideration. The average number of tree vectors 
accepted whose first b entries differ from the first b entries of x is:
2 P(d(s °, 2  ) < jbp )((2b'ra-l)(2(j'1)(b'In))) . 
j=l J J 1
The sum only sums on j up to u-1 since vectors of length ub accepted do not 
add any calculations.
Now to consider the number of vectors s^  accepted by the decoder that
agrees with x in the first b entries but s. and x. differ in at least the“J “J
second block. By observing the tree structure one finds that the set 
x S X such that the first b.entries of x and x are identical form a subtree 
of the original tree. Thus I can repeat the previous argument by considering 
node zero on the subtree to be the node defined by the first b entries of x„ 
It then follows that the average number of vectors accepted at any step 
j = 2 ,3,...,u- 1  is bounded by:
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u~ 1
E P(d( s 
j=2
1
2..) < (j-l) (bp1))(2b'ra-l)2 (j'2(b'm)
Every set x having the same first jb entries as x forms a subtree, hence
For each incorrect vector accepted by the decoder at any stage there are
I note that if any tree vector of length ub is accepted, it is taken
to be x and the decoder moves to the next block. I disregard the fact 
that a tree vector in the subtree of X having identical digits as x in the 
first b entries might stop the decoder, hence the average number of 
computations is greatly over bounded.
It follows since I considered the tree constructed randomly with 0 
and 1 equally likely that PidC^s. r, ^  ) < (j-r) b p i s  the probability 
that a randomly chosen vector j^s with 0 and 1 equally likely and a fixed 
vector pr differ in less than (j-r) bplocations. Thus the following 
bound is also in orders^
the average n
u-2 u- 1
r=0 j=r+l
jJij) < (j-r) bp^ < 2
-(j-r)b(l-H(Pl,l-Pl))
It then follows:
, u-2 u- 1
N, < 2b_m E E 2 d — ^
-(j-r)b(l-H(Pl>l-Pl))
2 0 -r) (b-m) .
r=0 j=r+l
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I will make the following definition: let R = b-m/b, R is the rate of 
information per transmitted digit. Using this definition I can make the 
following simplifications:
b-m bR uz = u2
N = N < u22bR2b((u'1)R"B(Pl’P)) 0 0 -
and
HR u" 2 1 1-1 (j-r)b(R-l+H(p ,1-p ))
N < 2bR 2 E 2 1 1
r=0 j=r+l
__ i_ — m  __ __
Since N < u2 + NA + N , it follows:U d
i <  2bR + u2 2bR2b((u-1 )R-B <Pl>P» + 2 b R ^ 2 UZ 2h
r=0 j=r+l
where h = (j-r)b(R-1+H(p ,1-p ) ). If:
R < min(B(p1 ,p) /(u-1) , 1-H(p1 ,1-p^)
where u is always greater than 1 , it follows: 
2b((u-l)R-B(p1 ,p)) l
and
2 (j-r)b(R-l+H(p1 ,l-p1)) < 1 
The bound on N then reduces to:
N < u2bR 20bR u 2 (u(u-1) /2) 2bR
or
m ^ 9bRn   ^x \ /o ^ 2 bR+1N < 2 (3u + u) /2 < u 2 (2)
Thus for R <  min(B(p^,p)/(u-1),1-H(p^,1-p^) ) equation 2 can be applied. 
If I define:
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Rp = min(B(p1 ,p)/(u-1),l-H(p1 ,l-p1)), u > 1,
and define R = max R over all p , p < p, < 1/2. It is clear that for comp p^
any R > R that N will not be bounded by equation 2. comp
Finding the value for p^ for a particular code is a simple matter as 
the following discussion will illustrate. Let me assume I am given a tree 
code of block length b, m check digits in each block and a restraint length 
ub. Then I can find the largest e, such that e > 0 and 2e + 1 < d(%,x2) 
for all X p  x2 e — that differ in the first b entries. I can then let 
P 1 = e/ub giving me a useful threshold. If p < p then implementation is 
not practical, hence, p^ > p is essential for the code to be useful. If,
in addition, R = b-m/b and p^ = e/ub satisfy;
R < min(B(p1, p) / (u-1) , 1-H(p1 ,1-p^ )
then N is bounded as in equation 2. If I am given a value R then
implementation reduces to finding values for b, m, u and a tree such that
R = b-m/b and the x 0 X that differ in the first block are separated by
a distance of 2e + 1 where pn = e/ub > p. If in addition R < R thenl comp
one would hope to find a value for p^ such that equation 2 can be applied. 
The particular value chosen for p^ determines the probability of error and
one usually in this case uses a value for p^ that achieves a predetermined
probability of error.
R. M. Fano, "A Heuristic Discussion of Probabilistic Decoding," IEEE 
Transactions on Information Theory, April 1963, pp. 64-74.
2N. Abramson, Information Theory and Coding, McGraw Hill, 1963, pp. 165-170.
3R. B. Ash, Information Theory, Interscience Publishers, 1965, pp. 113-117.
4J. M. Wozencraft and B. Reiffen, Sequential Decoding, M.I.T. Press, 1961, 
chapter 3.
^R. B. Ash, _ojd . cit. , pp. 113-117.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The two decoding schemes discussed in this paper are basically the two 
major decoding schemes used today for decoding convolutional codes. This 
fact may not be obvious from a review of the implementation procedures 
in the literature because many of the operations discussed are combined 
together in the physical decoder.
I have assumed no errors have previously occured for both decoding 
procedures and nothing has been said about the analysis of error 
propagation, one of the difficult problems faced when using convolutional 
codes. In implementation I can approximate these ideal conditions by 
minimizing the effects of error propagation. Wozencraft and Reiffen have 
given two procedures to minimize the effects of error propagation, one 
using two way channels and the other that of sending ub zeros to reset the 
decoder at predetermined intervals.'*’
Convolutional codes have many advantages. They may be implemented for 
a large variety of source-channel combinations. Also probabilistic decoding 
is very useful for channels having very small transition probabilities. 
Another advantage for both decoding procedures is the simplicity of the 
necessary decoding equipment. Finally the complexity of the decoding 
equipment can be bounded in certain cases by the square of the restraint 
length. These advantages more than compensate for the error propagation 
problem.
J. M. Wozencraft and B. Reiffen, Sequential Decoding. M.I.T. Press, 1961, 
p. 67.
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